You are invited
to attend a breakfast briefing on

Making the right decisions in Transport and Logistics

Our increasingly complex world brings enormous challenges to the Transport and Logistics sector in NSW. Industry and Investment NSW and MASCOS have joined with technical experts and industry in this field to discuss real problems currently affecting the sector and how to solve them and plan for the future.

Hear from our speakers how strategic planning and optimization have successfully overcome specific problems in the sector: from road and rail networks, shipping, and port logistics, to airport congestion and flight delays. For example, international shipping container throughput at Port Botany was increased by reducing wasteful rehandling moves from 25% of all container movements to 0%. New MASCOS research on airline scheduling on an Australian network shows delay reductions of up to 30%. Advanced statistical methods in a current MASCOS/RTA project are significantly improving the design and use of traffic micro-simulation.

Keynote speakers are:
Mr David Shteinman
Industry Projects Manager, MASCOS
Mr Fraser Johnson
Manager, Network Performance Development, Traffic Management, RTA
Mr Christian Chong-White
Traffic Algorithm Development Manager, Traffic Management, RTA
Associate Professor Gary Froyland
School of Mathematics and Statistics, UNSW

Optimization makes the right decisions: work smarter with existing resources to improve the bottom line. Join us to find out how.

To attend this important business function, please contact Ms Lyn Forsyth, MASCOS, University of NSW, on 0412 921 395 or email: l.forsyth@unsw.edu.au. Alternatively, complete the form and fax it to: (02) 9385 7123.

For further information on the event and program please visit:
www.maths.unsw.edu.au

DATE Tuesday, 8 June 2010
TIME 7.30 am registration and coffee
Briefing starts 7.45 am to 9.30 am
VENUE Parkes Room
Level 47
NSW Trade and Investment Centre
Industry & Investment NSW
MLC Centre, 19 Martin Place, Sydney NSW 2000
COST Free
RSVP Wednesday, 2 June 2010

name
organisation
position
phone mobile fax
email

☐ I will be attending the Transport & Logistics breakfast briefing
☐ I will not be attending the Transport & Logistics breakfast briefing